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RULE 2 / Field of Play

Dimension Table
Backstop

25-foot minimum and 30-foot maximum distance* from home plate

Bases

15 inches square and 1½ to 3½ inches thick

a. home plate to
first/third

a. 60 feet from back point of home plate to the back of the base

b. home plate
to second

b. 84 feet 10¼ inches from back point of home plate to the middle of the base

Batter’s boxes

6 inches from home plate; 3 feet wide by 7 feet long; front lines 4 feet in front
of a line drawn through the center of home plate

Catcher’s box

7 feet in length from rear outside corners of the batter’s boxes; 8 feet 5 inches
wide

Coaches’ boxes

Marked by two lines. The first is a line 15 feet long drawn parallel to and 8
feet from the first and third base lines extended from the back edge of the bases
toward home plate; the second is a line 3 feet long drawn perpendicular to the
end of the 15-foot line closest to home plate (see diagram)

Fences*

Smooth arc between sideline fences of not more than 235 feet from home plate
6-foot fence -- 190 feet in right and left fields and 220 feet in center field
4-foot fence -- 210 feet in right and left fields and 230 feet in center field

Foul pole

Extend a minimum of 10 feet, preferably 20 feet, above the ground; screening*
attached to fair side at least 6 inches wide*; white or fluorescent orange.

Home plate

Front edge 17 inches wide; sides are parallel to the inside lines of batter’s boxes
and are 8 ½ inches long; sides of the point facing the catcher are 12 inches long

Infield

Center of second base is one corner of 60-foot square and the measurement to
first and third bases is to the back edge of each base; all measurements made
from the apex or back point of home plate

Skinned
portion*

60-foot* arc from the front center of the pitcher’s plate

Lines
(markings)

2 to 4 inches wide

On-deck circle

5 feet in diameter; 2½ feet in radius

Pitcher’s circle

8-foot radius, drawn from the center of the front edge of the pitcher’s plate

Pitcher’s lane

8-foot lines drawn within the outer edges of the pitcher’s plate toward the
inside edges of the inside front corners of the batter’s boxes; 24 inches wide
at the pitcher’s plate and 25 inches wide where it intersects the pitcher’s circle

Pitcher’s plate

24 inches long by 6 inches wide; 43 feet from the back point of home plate

Runner’s lane

30-foot line drawn in foul territory parallel to and 3 feet from the first base
line, starting halfway between home plate and back edge of first base.

Sideline
territory

25-foot minimum and 30-foot maximum distance* from the foul lines
extended to a point down the line as deep as the home run fence

Warning track*

10-15 feet wide material different from the outfield surface

*Recommended
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Softball Field Specifications

Field-marking lines must be drawn.
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RULE 2 / Field of Play

Field-marking lines must be drawn.

